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The connectivity of a graph G and the corank of a matroid M are denoted by K(G) and p, 
respectively. X is shown that if a graph G is the base graph of a simple mat&d M, then 
K(G) L 2p and the lower bound of 2p izA best possible. 
Holzmann and Harary [4] showed that for every edge of a matroid base graph 
there is a Hamilton cycle containing it and another amilton cycle excluding it. 
Alspach and Liu [1] proved that the base graph of a simple matroid is 
Hamilton-connected and edge-pancyclic. Maurer [7] discust;a the properties of 
subgraphs of matroid base graphs. Holzmann et al. [5] proved that two matroids 
are equivalent if and only if their base graphs are isomorphic. Donald et al. [3] 
gave the characterization of base graphs of complete matroids. Liu [6] proved 
that the base graph of any matroid M without loops is p-connected where p is the 
coranlc of M. This paper is the continuation of [6]. It is proved that the base 
graph of any simple matroid with corank p is 2p-connected, and the lower bound 
cannot be improved. 
For convenience we denote the union of S and S’ by S + S’. A matroid M is a 
finite set E together with a nonempty collection B of subsets of E such that the 
following condition is satisfied: For any b, b ’ E B and e E b - b ‘, there exists 
e%b’--b such t -g $ B’ E B. Write M = (E, B). Ea& member of B . 
called a base of Any subset of a base is called independent. A subset of 
which is not inde dent is called dependent. A ci 
are the cardinal of a base and the 
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E’=E-e, B’={b: bEBande$b} andB”={b-e: bEBaxxieEb}. Aloop 
of is an element of E which is a circuit. A matroi without loops and %circuits 
is called a simple matroid. Other matroid te~in~logy in this paper can be found 
in [8]. 
The notation V(G) and E(G) will be used for the ex set and edge set of a 
ctively. The base graph of a matroid (E, B) is the graph C 
and E(G) = {bb’: b, b’ E amd lb’--b1= I}, where the 
some notation is used for the vetiex of G and the base of If e E b, then we also 
say that the vertex b of G wontons e. 
If A c_ V(G), then G[A] denotes the induced subgraph of G by A. Set 
G -A = G[V(G) -A]. The comiectivity K(G) of a graph G is the minimum k for 
which there is a subset V’ of V(G) such that IV’1 = k and G - V’ is disconnected. 
A walk in a graph G is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges 
that ei is an edge joining Vi and t++l. For simplicity, 
will be written thereby implying the occurrence of the edges. If Q = (v~, 
VGA1 ~.*~‘*‘~ vz) is a walk, then 
IfP=(q,v*,..., v~) is a walk in which all the vertices are distinct, then P is 
aged a path. Let S and S’ be two subsets of V(G). If one end vertex of a path P 
is in S and the other is in S’, we say that path P joins S to St. 
n the following we denote the base graph of AeandMmebyG, G’and 
G’, respectively. 
) be boy ~~~~d aid e E E. Gael G ’ = G[ V ‘3 and 
- V” Qn$ V” = {b: b E V(G) and e tz bj. 
fo~o~~g result. 
amilton cycle, then it is 2-connected. From [4] we obtain thle 
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([2]). A graph G with n 2 k + 1 vetices is k-connected if and only if any 
two distinct vertices of G ure joined by at least k internally disjoint paths. 
. Let G be the base graph of Q simple matroid b and b’ 
are two bases of and e E E - (b + b’), then there exist two internally disjoint 
paths in G joining b and b’ each interior vertex of which contains e. 
Let b + e contain the circuit C in is simple, there are two 
element? e1 and ~2 of C such that el, e2, +e. Set bI = b + e - el and b2 = 
b +e - e2. Then bbl, &b2E E(G). Similarl there exist b;=b’+e-e; and 
b; = b’ + e - e;l such that b’b;, b’bi E E(G). y Lemma 1, bI, b2, b; and b; are 
vertices of G’. We distinguish the following two cases: 
Case 1. bI, b2, bi and b; are four distinct vertices 
Let the corank of e p. Since the element e E E - b ‘), it follows t 
p 2 2. The corank o l e is also p. Since _M is simple, l e has no loops. 
Lemma 2 G’ is Zconnected. Thus, by Lemma 3, there exist two disjoint paths Q, 
and Q2 in G’ joining { bI , b2} to (bi, b;}. Without loss of generality, assume that 
Qi joins bi and br, i = 1,2. Set 
8 = (b’ bi) + Qi -t- (31’ b’), i = 1, 2. 
Then PI and P2 are as required. 
Cae 2. {b,, b2} n {b;, b;} #B 
If {b,, b2) = {b;, bi}, assume that bi = b;, i = 1, 2. Then 
&=(b, bi’ b’), i= 1, 2, 
are as required. Otherwise, without loss of generality, assume that bI = bI and 
b2 + b& S&e G’ is 2_connected, G’ - bl is connected. So there exists a path Q in 
G” - bl joining b2 and b& Hence 
PI=(b, bl, 6’) and P2=(b, &)+Q+(b& b’) 
are as required. cl 
e the base graph of Q siwep!e r.natroid 
= 2. Then there ex&t nt fen-* -. +CWC four in 11;’ disjoint paths ip 
joining b and h ’ - 
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n order to construct P3 and P4 we consider the following three cases. 
Case 1. eI, e2ECInCj? 
Set &=b+e;l-el andbq=b+e;-ez. Set 
= (b, b3, b’) and P4 = (b, b4, b’). 
ithout loss of generality, assume that e, E C1 n C2 and e2 E C2 - C,. 
simple, there exists an element e of C1 such that e # ei, el. Clearly, 
e#e2. Set b,=b+e;- e. Let b3 + e; contain the circuit C3. f e$C,nC,, then 
C3 = C2. So e2 E Cs. If e E C1 n C2, by the circuit axiom of matroids, for 
e2 E C2 - C1 there is a circuit C c ( C1 + C2) - e such that e2 E C. Since (C, + 
CJ - e s h3 + e& from the uniqueness of basic circuits, C3 = C. Thus p2 E C3. Set 
b4=b3+ei-ea. Set 
p3 = (b, b3, h, b’), 
p4 = (b, bs, b’), 
where b5 =b+e;-el. 
Case3. el,e2$C,nC2 
As in Case 2, set 
p3 = (b, b3r bq, 0 
where h3 = b + e; - e and b4 = b3 + e; - e2. Since e, E C1 - C2, similarly, there 
are bases b5 = b + ea - e” and b6 = b5 + e; - el, where e” G C2 and e” # e& e2. Set 
= (b, bs, be, b’). 
Et is easy to see that Pl, P2, P3 and P4 are internally disjoint paths in G joining b 
and b’. Cl 
y the definition of a matroid base graph the following result holds. 
Let G be the base 
the smallest circuit 
least (m - 1)~. 
of a matroid M with the corank p and let m be 
Then the minimum degree of vertices in cc3 is at 
Let G be t&e base graph of a simple matroid ) with corank p. 
y Lemma 4, in order to 
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induction on p. en p = 1, G is a complete graph with n 2 3 vertices. 
~(G)&?p=2. So we s result holds for p - 1. 
prove that it also holds 
are going to 
lb 4’1 =d. distinguish between the 
following two cases: 
Ccilsel. p>d 
Since p = IEI - 161 and p > d, it follows that there is an element e E E - (6 + 
b’). The corank of deisp-landb, b%V(G’). the induction h 
there exist 2p - 2 internally disjoint paths in G’ join b and b’ each 
which does not contain e. y Lemma 5 there exist two internally disjoint paths in 
G joining b and b’ each interior vertex of which contains e. So the result is true. 
Case2. p=d 
By the above hypothesis d = p 2 2. en d = 2, from Lemma 6, the result is 
true. When d > 2, to prove that there exist 2p internally disjoint p 
joining b and 6’ it sufficies to prove that for any (2p - 1).subset A of 
b, b’ Q A, there exists a path in G -A joining 6 and 6’. Set 6’ - b = {e:, 
4, . . . , eli). Let b + e: contain the circuit Ci. Then there must exist an element 
eiECi such that eiEb_6’. SO b,=b+e,‘-e’EB. Similarly, for any e,Y+&‘- 
bi’ there exists e:?,p Ebi - b’ such that bJ = bi + e,‘+l - ey+, is in B(l 5 i rd, 
eA+* = ei). Obviously, bl, bZ, . . -9 b, b;, b;, . . .p bl, are 2;1 distinct vertices of 
G. Set 
Bl = {b,, bZ, e . . , bd, b;, b;, . . . , b;}. 
S&e (b-bil=l’ Ib44=2 and lb-b’(=d>2, it follows that b’$& W, 
A c_ V(G) contain 2p - 1 elements and b, b’ $A. Then Bl -A # f$. Thus for 
some element bi E Bl -A, we have bbi E E(G). Since lb’ - bil <d = p, by Case 1, 
it follows that there exist 2p internally disjoint paths in G joining bi and b’. Since 
IAl = 2p - 1, there exists a path Q in G - A joining 6i and 6 ‘. If Q passes 
through b, then there exists a subpath P of Q joining 6, and b’. Otherwise, 
P = (b, bi) + Q is as desired. If bi E A for all i, then there exists an element 
6; E -A. Since lb - bii r= 2 c p’ by Case 1, there exist 2p internally disjoint 
paths in G joining b znd bi. So there exists a path Ql in G - A joining them. 
Similarly, since [b ’ - bit < d = p, by Case 1, there exists a path Q2 in G - A 
joining 6 ’ and 6;. Thus the walk Q 1 + Qz joins 5 ~zd & ’ iz -G - A. Tl& completes 
the proof. 0 
Let G be the base graph of a matroid 
is a 3-circuit, them zc( 
ove theorem K(G) 2 
G is regular of degree 2p. 
here are matroid base 
$ with corank p. If 
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If a matroid is not simple, then the theorem in this paper is not true. ere are 
base graphs of no simple matroids, such as the p-cube, whose connectivities are p 
PI . 
r the general case I give the following two conjectures. 
If G is the base graph of a mattoid with corank p each circuit of 
which has caidinal not less than k + 1, then K(G) 2 kp. 
Let G be the base graph of any matroid. Then K(G) = A(G) where 
are the edge-connectivity and the minimum degree of vertices of 6. 
Clearly, Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture I. Possibly these conjectaria C-Q be 
proven by a method similar to that of this paper. 
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